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Abstract. We analyze a stochastic neuronal network model which corresponds to an all-to-all net-
work of discretized integrate-and-fire neurons where the synapses are failure-prone. This network
exhibits different phases of behavior corresponding to synchrony and asynchrony, and we show
that this is due to the limiting mean-field system possessingmultiple attractors. We also show that
this mean-field limit exhibits a first-order phase transition as a function of the connection strength
— as the synapses are made more reliable, there is a sudden onset of synchronous behavior. A
detailed understanding of the dynamics involves both a characterization of the size of the giant
component in a certain random graph process, and control of the pathwise dynamics of the system
by obtaining exponential bounds for the probabilities of events far from the mean.
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1. Introduction

More than three centuries ago, Huygens first observed in his experiments on pendulum clocks that
coupled nonlinear oscillators tend to synchronize [26, 5].Since then, the study of synchronized
nonlinear oscillators has had a long and storied history, and along the way has inspired many
ideas in modern dynamical systems theory. Moreover, the study of oscillator synchronization has
done much to explain the dynamics of many real systems, including cardiac rhythms [37, 23,
22], circadian rhythms [14, 48], biochemical kinetics and excitable media [20, 27, 49, 13, 29],
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earthquakes [35, 15], a wide variety of neural systems [30, 1, 21, 47, 50, 7, 46, 51, 12, 24, 36], and
even synchronization of fireflies [9, 34, 33]. See [43, 38, 52]for reviews.

It is of particular interest in mathematical neuroscience to study the dynamics of pulse-coupled
oscillators, that is, oscillators that are coupled only when one of them “fires”. More specifically,
each oscillator has no effect on its neighbors until it reaches some prescribed region of phase
space known as the “firing regime”. The typical interaction between oscillators is that one os-
cillator’s firing leads to an advance or retardation of the phase of the oscillators on the receiving
end of the coupling. There has been a large body of work on deterministic pulse-coupled net-
works [29, 30, 1, 21, 47, 50, 7, 46, 51, 12, 28, 37, 34, 39], muchof which has been dedicated to the
question of when such networks synchronize. The paradigm which has emerged from this work is
that the presence of any one of several phenomena tends to cause such networks to synchronize,
these includeleakiness(the tendency of each oscillator to relax to an attractor) and refractoriness
(any mechanism which imposes a minimum recovery time that must occur between the firing times
of any oscillator). If we then add noise to such a network, then this would be expected to weaken
the network’s ability to synchronize. If a network with synchronization mechanisms is perturbed
by noise, then the two forces might balance, leading to the selection of certain coherent struc-
tures in the dynamics (much like the formation of coherent structures in certain nonlinear wave
equations [45, 44]).

In [16], two of the authors considered a specific example of a network which contains refrac-
toriness and noise; the particular model was chosen to studythe effect ofsynaptic failureon the
dynamics of a neuronal network, that is to say, the coupling between neurons was probabilistic
and the arrival of an action potential at a given synapse would only have a certain probability of
having any effect on the postsynaptic neuron. Using the language of neuronal models, the network
we study is an all-to-all coupled neuronal network, whose neurons are fully stochastic discrete-
state non-leaky integrate-and-fire oscillators, and whosesynapses are faulty. See [16] for further
discussion on the biological motivation for this model.

It was observed that one could choose parameters to make the network synchronize or desyn-
chronize. For example, if the synapses were chosen to be veryreliable, the network would syn-
chronize and undergo very close to periodic behavior — in particular, the dynamics would be a
series of large events where many neurons fired together, andthe sizes of these events, and the
intervals between them, had a small variance. If the synapses were chosen to be very unreliable,
then the network would desynchronize and there would be small interneuronal correlation. Both
of these behaviors were expected: strong coupling should lead to synchrony, and weak coupling
in a noisy system should lead to decoherence. However, the most interesting observation was that
when the reliability of the synapses was chosen in some middle regime, the network could support
both synchronized and desynchronized behaviors, and woulddynamically switch between the two.

Numerical evidence presented in [16] suggested the conjecture that if one takes the number
of neurons in the network to infinity (and scales other parameters appropriately), then there is a
deterministic hybrid system to which the stochastic network dynamics limit. (This deterministic
limit is reminiscent of the population models commonly studied in neuroscience [28, 8, 41, 42, 25,
11, 10, 4].) Moreover, this deterministic system has (for some parameter values) two attractors, one
of which corresponds to synchrony and one to asynchrony; thereal neuronal network model would
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then be a stochastic perturbation of this system whose variance scales inversely to the number of
neurons, and thus a large network would spend most of its timenear the attractors the limiting
system and switch between them rarely, but at random times.

The fundamental component of the description of the synchronous state is a precise character-
ization of the “big bursts” in the dynamics, by which we mean bursts which scale likeN , whereN
is the number of neurons in the network. What we show below is that there is a precise connection
between big bursts in the network model considered here and the emergence of “giant compo-
nents” in the Erdős-Rényi random graph model [18, 19, 3, 6]. What was done in [18] is to define
the probability distribution on graphs which corresponds to independently choosing each of the
N(N − 1)/2 undirected edges to be present with probabilityp. Once this distribution is defined,
one can attempt to compute the probability distribution of the largest connected component of such
a graph, or the size of the connected component of a vertex chosen at random. These are difficult
combinatorial questions in general; however, the great breakthrough of [18] was to show that in
the limitN → ∞, pN = β ∈ R, the solution to these questions has a relatively simple description.
There is a critical valueβcr = 1 such that forβ < βcr all of the components are very small (the
largest has only logarithmic order), and forβ > βcr the largest component scales likeN . In fact,
one can say more: there is a deterministic functionρ(β) such that the proportion of vertices in this
“giant component” (as Erdős and Rényi called it) is almostsurelyρ(β) in the limit. Forβ = βcr —
the “phase transition” (in the language of mathematical physics) — the situation is very delicate.
It turns out that we will not need to deal with the critical case below, which simplifies matters
tremendously.

To compute the size of the big bursts in this model, we will need only a slight generalization of
these ideas — noting thatp in the random graph model corresponds to the probability of synaptic
transmission in the neuronal network model. This approach will allow us to characterize the size
of the big bursts as a function of the state of the system immediately prior to such a burst. The
big bursts are coupled to the state of the system, so we will also need to understand the evolution
of the state of the system when it is not undergoing big bursts. We can describe the stochastic
dynamics as a Markov process, and we will be able to use a slightly modified version of Kurtz’
Theorem [40, 31, 32] to describe the interburst evolution.

Combining these two main ideas will show that in the limitN → ∞, pN → β, there exists
a deterministic dynamical systemQβ,K defined onRK such that the dynamics of our stochastic
model converge pathwise to the dynamics ofQβ,K , and for some choices ofβ,K, the dynamical
systemQβ,K has at least two attractors, one of which corresponds to the synchronous dynamics,
and one to the asynchronous dynamics. Moreover, the systemQβ,K exhibitscritical phenomena,
or bifurcations: namely, for someK, there exist critical parametersβ∗(K) such that the structure
of the attractors changes qualitatively asβ passes throughβ∗(K). We also see below that although
this model, like the Erdős-Rényi random graph, has a critical transition from small bursts to large
bursts, the phase diagram has some strikingly different features. In particular, the functionρ(β)
mentioned above which gives the size of giant components in the Erdős-Rényi is a continuous
function ofβ, by which we meanlimβ→1+ ρ(β) = 0, and in fact is smooth forβ > 1. In the model
we consider here, we will show that the corresponding function which gives the “size of bursts”
in this model is sometimes discontinuous at the critical parameter value, leading to a “first-order
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phase transition”.

1.1. Plan of the paper

In Section 2., we give a precise description of the process weconsider here, describe some phe-
nomenological aspects of its dynamics, and make the “critical phenomena” ideas precise. In Sec-
tion 3., we propose and motivate a deterministic dynamical system defined onRK which will serve
as the “mean-field (N → ∞) limit” of our stochastic dynamical system. In Section 4. weprove
Theorem 1, which shows precisely that our network process limits pathwise onto the mean-field
system asN → ∞. In Section 5., we analyze the mean-field system and prove Theorem 5, which
shows that forK sufficiently large, there exist values ofβ such that the mean-field has two attrac-
tors, and show how the two observed stochastic states in our network model correspond to these
attractors.

2. Neural network model

2.1. Description of model

The network model we study has four parameters:N,K ∈ Z+, p ∈ (0, 1), ρ ∈ R+. The network
consists ofN neurons, and each neuron can be at any of the levels{0, 1, . . . , K − 1}. The rateρ is
the rate at which the neurons spontaneously move up one levelas a result of exogenous input from
neurons outside the network. More precisely, in any small time∆t, each neuron has a probability
ρ∆t+O(∆t2) of being spontaneously promoted one level. At a sequence of times whose succes-
sive differences are chosen to be exponentially distributed with mean(ρN)−1, an event occurs. To
implement an event in a stochastic simulation of the process, we choose one neuron at random and
promote it one level. If this neuron was at any level other thanK − 1, then the event stops. If the
neuron was at levelK − 1 prior to being promoted, then we say that this neuron “fires”,and this
is the start of a “burst”. During the burst, whenever any neuron fires, we promote each neuron in
the network which has not yet fired independently with probability p, and if any other neuron is
raised past levelK − 1 during a burst, it also fires. We continue this computation until the effect
of each neuron which fired during the burst has been computed.Of course, the number of neurons
which fire in a single burst can be any number from1 toN — no neuron fires more than once in a
burst. Finally, at the end of the burst, we set all of the neurons which fired to level 0, and the burst
is idealized to take zero time.

A more complete discussion of this model and its relationship to physiological neuronal net-
works is given in [16]. Very briefly, however, the motivationbehind this network is that each neuron
is at some voltage level which is only allowed to be at the discrete statesk∆V , k = 0, . . . , K − 1,
where0 is the reset voltage andK∆V is the firing threshold. Whenever a neuron reaches threshold,
it fires and activates the outgoing synapses. We assume that the network is all-to-all, so that each
firing can potentially raise the voltage of every other neuron in the network; however, the synapses
are failure-prone, and thus only with probabilityp will it propagate to the postsynaptic neuron the
information that an action potential has occurred in the presynaptic neuron. The refractoriness in
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this model is given by assuming that a neuron can only fire onceduring a burst — in particular, all
of the neurons which fire together in one burst are subsequently clumped together at the end of the
burst, even if they were in different states at the beginningof the burst.

To give a precise definition of our model, we define the state space of our system as the set
({0, 1, . . . , K − 1})N ; picking a point in this space specifies the level of each neuron. To compute
the bursting events below, we will find it convenient to append two states at levelsK andK+1 —
we think ofK as the level where a neuron is “firing”, andK + 1 is the level where a neuron which
has already fired remains until the end of the burst. Now consider an initial (perhaps random)
vectorX0 ∈ ({0, 1, . . . , K − 1})N , and define a cadlag process on the evolution ofXt as follows.
Let 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . be a sequence of times such thatti+1 − ti is exponentially distributed with
mean(ρN)−1, and defineXt to be constant on[ti, ti+1). Pick an indexn ∈ {1, . . . , N} uniformly
and compute the following:

• if Xti,n < K − 1, thenXti+1,n = Xti,n + 1, andXti+1,j = Xti,j for all j 6= n, i.e. promote
only neuronn by one level,

• if Xti,n = K − 1, then define a temporary vectorY (0) with Y
(0)
j = Xti,j for all j 6= n

andY (0)
n = K. For eachr = 1, 2, . . . , if there is nom with Y

(r−1)
m = K, then we say

Y (r) = Y (r−1). Otherwise, set

A(r) = {n ∈ {1, . . . , N} : Y (r)
n = K}.

Choosem uniformly out of A(r), and defineZ ∈ ({0, 1})N as the random vector with
Zm = 1, Zj = 0 for all j such thatY (r−1)

j ∈ {K,K + 1}, and all other entries ofZ as
independent realizations of the Bernoulli random variablewhich is 1 with probabilityp and
0 with probability1 − p. Then defineY (r) = Y (r−1) + Z. Finally, define

k∗ = min
k>0

(Y (k)
n 6= K for all n)

and

Xtk+1,n =

{

Y
(k∗)
n , Y

(k∗)
n 6= K + 1,

0, Y
(k∗)
n = K + 1.

We have appended two additional levels to our state space: wecan think ofK as the “queue”,
i.e. neurons awaiting processing, andK + 1 as neurons which have been processed. Whenever we
promote a neuron, if it isn’t at levelK−1, then no burst occurs. If it is, however, we move it to the
queue. We then iterate the following algorithm until the queue is empty: pick a certain neuron at
random from the queue, promote each neuron in the network which has not yet reached the queue
by one level independently with probabilityp, leave the neurons which are already in the queue, or
have been processed, where they are, and then move the neuronwe picked from the queue into the
processed bin.

As defined above,Y (r) is defined for allr ∈ N, but in practice we only need considerY until
such time as the queue is empty. However,k∗ < N , so for any burst, we need only compute a finite
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set ofY (r). Also notice that at each stage in the burst, how we choose theindexm fromA(r) is not
important either statistically or algorithmically: sinceall neurons are equivalent in this model, it is
easier and equivalent to simply keep track of the number of neurons at each level. This would of
course not be true in a network whose structure was inhomogeneous. Finally, a quick note aboutρ:
changingρ doesn’t qualitatively change anything about the stochastic process, and amounts only
to a (deterministic) time change. We will setρ = 1 below.

2.2. Phenomenology

We give a brief overview of the phenomenology of the network here; a much more detailed de-
scription is given in [16]. See Figure 1: what we observe is that the network’s behavior is radically
different depending uponp. Whenp is chosen large enough (top two panels) the network synchro-
nizes. This can be seen in one of two ways: in (a), the burst sizes are close to periodic, or in (b), the
auto-correlation of the burst sizes shows a clear signatureof periodicity. However, whenp is cho-
sen small enough ( panels (c,d)) the system is asynchronous and there are very poor correlations.
Moreover, forp small, the maximum size of a burst is orders of magnitude smaller than forp large
(in these simulations, 25 versus 800). However, one can alsosee that there are intermediate lev-
els ofp where the network supports both types of behavior (see Figure 2) and switches randomly
between the two. The main result of this paper is to explain this switching.

2.3. Overview of mean-field

We define a mean-field approximation to this random system in Section 3., prove its validity in
Section 4., and analyze many of its properties in Section 5..The description of the mean-field is
somewhat technical so we delay its explicit definition untilbelow, but for now we give a schematic
overview so that we can make the notion of “critical behavior” in this model precise.

We will define a deterministic hybrid dynamical system on a state spaceS ⊆ RK . Define some
distinguished subsetT ⊆ S, a mapG : T → S \ T , and a smooth vector fieldf : S \ T → RK .
Our mean-field then has the form: take any point inS \ T , flow under the ODEx′ = f(x) until the
system reachesT , apply the mapG, mapping back intoS \T , and repeat. If the flow never reaches
T , then we just follow the flow for all time.

The correspondence between this and the system above is thatthe ODE flow corresponds to
the times between big bursts, and the mapG corresponds to the effect of a big burst on the system.
Of course, it isa priori possible that some initial conditions never reachT under the flow, in which
case we do not have a big burst.

This (loosely) defines a dynamical system, and the first main question is whether we get finitely
many, or infinitely many, bursts. DefineT0 = T andU0 as the subset ofS \ T which flows intoT
under the ODEx′ = f(x). For eachk > 0, defineT k = G−1(Uk−1) andUk as the subset ofS \ T
which flows intoT k. From this definition,Uk is the set of initial conditions which have at leastk
big bursts. Finally, defineU∞ = ∩k≥0U

k, the set of initial conditions which have infinitely many
big bursts.
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Figure 1: Network dynamics for synchronous and asynchronous states. In all of these simulations,
we have chosenN = 1000 andK = 10. In panels (a,b) we chosep = 1 × 10−2, which leads
to synchrony. Panel (a) is a plot of the size of the bursts versus time: all bursts here are either
quite large (near the size of the whole network) or significantly smaller. The inset in panel (a) is a
zoomed view showing that between the large bursts there is activity, but all these bursts are much
smaller. In panel (b) we have plotted the auto-correlation of the burst numbers, which shows a clear
periodic structure. Specifically, if we denote the size of the jth burst in the simulation asbj , then
we are plottingck = 〈bjbj+k〉 /

〈

b2j
〉

for various values ofk. To obtain these statistics, we simulated
the full network until105 bursts were obtained, and then averaged over a sliding window of length
9.9 × 104. Panels (c,d) show the same forp = 5 × 10−3 which leads to asynchronous dynamics.
The size of the bursts are much smaller than in the synchronous regime, and the auto-correlation
shows no temporal structure. (This data was also presented in [16].)

The particular mean-field system that we consider depends onseveral parameters. The limit
we will consider isN → ∞, p = β/N, ρ = 1, andK fixed, so our mean-field will depend on
β,K. The crucial questions will involve the setU∞

β,K and the dynamical system restricted to this
set. We will be most interested in consideringK fixed and lettingβ change. We will show that
for β sufficiently small,U∞

β,K = ∅, and forβ sufficiently large,U∞
β,K is the entire state spaceS, i.e.

whenβ is small enough, no initial conditions give rise to infinitely many big bursts, and whenβ
is sufficiently large, all initial conditions do. This leadsto the natural definition of two criticalβ
values

βc,1(K) = inf{β : U∞
β,K 6= ∅}, βc,2(K) = sup{β : U∞

β,K 6= S}. (2.1)

By definition, if β > βc,1(K), then the system undergoes infinitely many big bursts for some
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Figure 2: Here we have chosenN = 1000 andK = 10 as in Figure 1, but nowp = 9.35 × 10−3.
In the left panel we graph the size of the bursts as in the earlier figures. In the right panel, we are
plotting the cumulative number of spikes up to timet as a function oft, where each spike is the
firing of one neuron. Observe that the system switches between synchronous and asynchronous
behavior. Also notice that the mean firing rate (slope of the cumulative plot) is significantly lower
during the synchronous state even though the bursts in the synchronous state are large. We have
plotted two blowups to show that in the asynchronous state, the system fires at a fairly constant
rate, but in the synchronous state almost all of the firing takes place during the large bursts. (This
data was also presented in [16].)

initial conditions. Also by definition, ifβ < βc,2(K), then the system does not undergo infinitely
many big bursts for some initial conditions. Therefore, ifβc,1(K) < βc,2(K), then for allβ ∈
(βc,1(K), βc,2(K)), the mean-field system can express at least two qualitatively different types of
dynamics.

In Section 5., we will demonstrate that the flow mapx′ = f(x) has an attracting fixed point for
β < βc,2(K). Thus, ifβc,1(K) < βc,2(K), then there exists an interval ofβ’s such that the mean-
field has at least two attractors: one solution with infinitely-many big bursts corresponding to the
synchronous dynamics, and one with no big bursts corresponding to the asynchronous dynamics.
We will further show that for any fixedθ > 1/2, if K is sufficiently large, thenβc,1(K) < θK, so
that the dynamical system is bistable forβ ∈ [θK,K].

The import of all of this is that it explains the switching seen in the simulations. In Section 4.,
we will show that the probability of a realization of the stochastic system being far away from the
mean-field, on any finite time interval, is (almost) exponentially small inN . Thus the bistability
in the mean-field allows for switching in the stochastic system, but only on long timescales — and
this is exactly what has been observed numerically.

3. Mean-field (N → ∞) limit — description

As seen in Section 2.2., this system essentially has two phases of behavior: a region in time where
many “small bursts” occur (and sometimes this region lasts forever) and occasionally, a “big burst”
in the system (where by “big” we loosely mean “ofO(N)”).
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One of the main results of this paper is that we can make this characterization precise, and show
that the system is well approximated by a “mean-field limit” which consists of an ODE coupled to
a map — the ODE corresponds to the dynamical behavior when there is no big burst, and the map
corresponds to the effect of a big burst.

In this section we define and formally motivate the mean-fieldlimit and give a short exposition
on its properties (the proof of its validity is delayed untilSection 4.). The mean field is the limit in
which we fixK ∈ N,ρ = 1, and letN → ∞, pN → β and thus should only depend onβ,K.

3.1. Generic mean-field

We consider a dynamical system with state space

S+
K =

{

x ∈ RK : 0 ≤ xk ≤ 1,
K−1
∑

k=0

xk = 1

}

. (3.1)

NB: We will always index our vectors starting at index 0 instead of 1, i.e. when we sayx ∈ RK ,
we write its components as(x0, x1, . . . , xK−1).

Define the “big burst domain” as

D(Gβ,K) := {x ∈ S+
K : xK−1 > β−1 ∨ (∃j : xj > β−1 ∧ (xk = β−1 for j < k ≤ K−1))}. (3.2)

To describe the mean-field system, choose two functions

Gβ,K : D(Gβ,K) → (S+
K \D(Gβ,K)), f : (S+

K \D(Gβ,K)) → RK .

We will specify the exact form of these functions in Section 3.2. below; once these functions are
chosen, we can define the mean-field solution with initial condition ξ0 ∈ S+

K \D(Gβ,K). Defineφ
as the flow generated byf , namelyφ(ξ, τ) := x(τ), wherex(t) satisfies the ODE

d

dt
x(t) = f(x(t)), x(0) = ξ.

Define

s∗ : S+
K \D(Gβ,K) → R ∪ {∞},

x 7→ inf
τ>0

{τ : φ(x, τ) ∈ D(Gβ,K)}.

If s∗(x) <∞, then we define
Fβ,K(x) = φ(x, s∗(x)),

so
D(Fβ,K) = {x ∈ S+

K \D(Gβ,K) : s∗(x) <∞}.
It is possible thatD(Fβ,K) ∪ D(Gβ,K) $ S+

K and we will see that this is in fact true for many
choices ofβ,K. If the dynamical system ever entersS+

K \ (D(Fβ,K)∪D(Gβ,K)), then it will never
burst again.
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We can now define our dynamical system. Pick any initial condition ξ0 ∈ S+
K \D(Gβ,K) and

define
ξ(t) = φ(ξ, t), 0 ≤ t < s∗(ξ0), (3.3)

and ifs∗(ξ) <∞, i.e. ξ0 ∈ D(Fβ,K), define

ξ(s∗(ξ0)) = Gβ,K(Fβ,K(ξ0)). (3.4)

In short, we flow under the ODE until we hit the setD(Gβ,K), and if and when we do so, we
apply the mapGβ,K . Sinceξ(s∗(ξ0)) ∈ S+

K \D(Gβ,K), we can then extend the definition of this
mean-field for all time in the natural way: givenξ(0) ∈ S+

K \D(Gβ,K), define

0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τn < · · ·

by τn − τn−1 = s∗(ξ(τn−1)), define

ξ(t) = φ(ξ(τn−1), t− τn−1), for t ∈ [τn−1, τn),

and
ξ(τn) = Gβ,K(ξ(τn−)).

Of course, this definition allows one of theτj (and thus all subsequent ones) to be infinite, which
will happen if the dynamical system ever leavesD(Fβ,K) ∪D(Gβ,K). Theτj are the times of the
“big bursts”: away from theseτj the flow ofξ(t) is smooth, and at theτj it is right-continuous. For
bookkeeping purposes, we will find it convenient to keep track of the burst sizes, and we define
Bj := B(τj) := t∗(ξ(τj−)).

3.2. Definition of special functions

We need to specify the functionsf,Gβ,K . To definef , we first define the matrixLP to be the
K ×K matrix

(LP )ij =











−1, i = j,

1, i = j + 1 mod K,

0, else.

To be consistent with the vector notation, we will index the rows and columns by0, . . . , K − 1.
We can now definef by

d

dt
x = f(x) := µ(γ)LPx, (3.5)

where we denoteγ = βxK−1 and

µ(γ) =
1

1 − γ
. (3.6)

From (3.2), we see thatx 6∈ D(Gβ,K) implies γ < 1, so that (3.5) is finite on the domain of
definition. We will find it convenient to change time by

dτ

dt
= µ(γ)
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in (3.5) giving the linear ODE
d

dτ
x = LPx. (3.7)

Equation 3.7 is the form in which we study the system in Section 5. below. Notice that the tra-
jectories of (3.5) and (3.7) coincide (they are, however, traced out at different rates), so questions
about whether a trajectory enters a given set are equivalentfor the two systems. Writing out (3.7)
in coordinates gives

x′k = xk−1 − xk,

where we definek periodically on the set{0, . . . , K − 1}. The system is linear and subject to the
constraint that

∑

xk = 1. Clearly the point (corresponding to an “equipartition of states”)

xep := (K−1, K−1, . . . , K−1)

is a fixed point for (3.5). We will show below thatxep is a globally-attracting fixed point for (3.5);
in particular, this means that without the burst map all trajectories would converge toxep.

To defineGβ,K , we first define

χβ,K(x, t) := −t+
K
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(tβ) ≥ i) = −t+
K
∑

i=1

xK−i

(

1 −
i−1
∑

j=0

tjβj

j!
e−tβ

)

, (3.8)

where we denotePo(λ) to be a Poisson random variable with meanλ. Then, forx ∈ D(Gβ,K),
we define

t∗(x) = min
t>0

{t : χβ,K(x, t) = 0}. (3.9)

DefineLB as the(K + 1) × (K + 1) matrix (indexedi, j = 0, . . . , K) with

(LB)i,j =











−1, i = j < K,

1, i = j + 1,

0, else

(3.10)

and defineGβ,K(x) to be the firstK components of the vector

exp(t∗(x)βLB)x+ t∗(x)e(0), (3.11)

where we denotee(j) as thejth standard basis vector. Notice that (3.8) is theKth component of
exp((βt)LB)x minust.

We now show that0 < t∗(x) < 1 for all x ∈ D(Gβ,K). By definition, t∗(x) > 0. Since
χβ,K(x, 0) = 0 for any x, the setD(Gβ,K) is defined as thosex so thatχβ,K(x, t) is positive
in a smallt neighborhood of 0. In fact, it is straightforward to check that D(Gβ,K) is exactly
thosex such that the first nonzero coefficient in the Taylor series ofχβ,K(x, t) is positive. Finally,
χβ,K(x, t) < 1 − t, and thust∗(x) < 1.

11
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3.3. Motivation of special functions

The definitions given above are complicated and not very intuitive, so we motivate their forms
here. We first have

x′k = µ(γ)(xk−1 − xk)

with periodic boundary conditions. In this model, neurons are only promoted upwards, so rate of
change of the number of neurons in statek will grow as neurons come in from statek − 1 and
deplete as they leave, and thus the positive term will be proportional toxk−1 and the negative term
proportional toxk. The reason for the prefactor isµ(γ) is that, as we will show below, the mean
size of a burst isµ(γ). If a neuron is in statek, and we have a burst of sizeB, this will giveB
chances for a neuron to be promoted one step, so that the rate of promotion should be proportional
to the mean size of the burst.

To motivate the definition ofGβ,K , we use a minor generalization of the arguments of [18] for
the size of the large component of a random graph. One way to think of this is to imagine the
extended(K + 2)–dimensional system given by the states

S0, S1, . . . , SK−1, Q, P,

where theQ is the number of neurons in a “queue” andP is the number of “processed” neurons.
(The levelsQ andP correspond to the extra levelsK,K+1 in the formal definition of the stochastic
process.) We start with one neuron in the queue — this corresponds to a neuron firing. Then, every
time we “process” a neuron — compute the neurons which it promotes because of its firing — we
move it toP and move all the neurons which fired to stateQ. The process terminates whenQ = 0,
i.e. the queue is empty. So, to compute the size of a burst, we need to compute the value ofP
whenQ hits 0.

Assumeγ = βxK−1 > 1. Recall that each firing neuron promotes, on average,β other neurons.
The mean number of neurons promoted from stateSK−1 to Q will then bexK−1β = γ. Thus if
γ > 1, the expected value of the queue is growing, at least at first.(If γ < 1, then we expect
the queue to die out quickly with high probability, and to have a burst ofO(N) is exponentially
unlikely.)

Now, let us assume that we have processedtN neurons through to stateP , and ask how large
we expectQ to be at this point in time. Clearly,Q will be made up of all neurons which started in
stateSK−i and have been promotedi or more times, minus the ones we have processed. There are
xK−iN neurons inSK−i at the beginning, each neuron is promoted with probabilityβ/N , and we
have hadtN promotion possibilities. The probability of a neuron beingpromotedi or more steps
is exactly

b(≥ i; tN, β/N)

whereb(k;n, p) is the binomial distribution, and in the limitN → ∞, b(·, tN, β/N) → Po(tβ).
Thus the number of neurons which started in stateSK−i and were promotedi or more times should
be roughlyxK−iNP(Po(tβ) ≥ i). Therefore we expect

Q+ P = N
K
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(tβ) ≥ i)

12
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and thusQ should roughly beNχβ,K(x, t) (sinceP = tN by definition). The burst ends when this
first equals zero. This would suggestt∗(x) be defined as in (3.9) (we verify this below).

Now letk > 0. The number of neurons we expect to see in stateSk after a burst is the number
which started in statesSk−i and were promoted exactlyi times:

k
∑

i=0

xk−iP(Po(t∗β) = i).

Finally, the number in stateS0 after the burst will be the number which started inS0 and did not
get promoted plus the number of neurons which fired in the burst:

x0P(Po(t∗β) = 0) + t∗.

4. Mean-field limit — proof of validity

Here we will show that the mean-field approximates the stochastic process quite well in theN →
∞ limit. We will show three things, namely

• the times at which the “big bursts” occur for the stochastic process are close to those times
when they occur in the mean-field,

• the sizes of these big bursts are close to the sizes predictedby the mean field,

• between big bursts, the stochastic process stays close to the ODE part of the mean field.

We will first state the theorem, then state the crucial three lemmas involved in the proof, and
then finally give a proof of the theorem based on these lemmas.We delay the proof of the lemmas
until Appendix A.

Theorem 1. Consider anyx ∈ SK+ ∩QK . ForN sufficiently large,Nx ∈ ZK and we can define the

neuronal network processX(N)
t as defined above in Section 2.1. with initial conditionX

(N)
0 = Nx.

Choose and fixǫ, h, T > 0. Let ξ(t) be the solution to the mean-field with initial condition
ξ(0) = x. Then there exists a sequence of timesτ1, τ2, . . . at which the system has a big burst. Let
bmin(T ) = min{B(τk) : τk < T}, i.e. bmin is the smallest big burst which occurs before timeT ,
and letm(T ) = arg maxk τk < T , i.e.m(T ) is the number of big bursts in[0, T ].

Pick anyα < bmin(T ). Consider the stochastic processX(N)
t and denote byT (N)

k the times

at which theX(N)
t has a burst of size larger thanαN . Then there existsC0,1(ǫ) such that forN

sufficiently large,

P(
m(T )
sup
j=1

∣

∣

∣
T

(N)
j − τj

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ) ≤ C0(ǫ)N exp(−C1(ǫ)N

ψ(K)), (4.1)

13
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and

lim
N→∞

P





m(T )
sup
j=1

sup
t∈[τj ,(τj+1∧T

(N)
j+1 )−ǫ]

∣

∣

∣
X

(N)
t − ξ(t− (T

(N)
j − τj)))

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ



 ≤ C0(ǫ)N exp(−C1(ǫ)N
ψ(K)),

(4.2)
whereψ(K) = (K + 3)−1.

We will break up the proof of this theorem into several steps,given by Lemmas 2, 3, and 4
below. A few comments: the first estimate (4.1) simply statesthat the times at which the stochastic
system have big bursts are close to the times predicted by themean field. The second statement is
a bit more complicated, but essentially simply says that if we make the appropriate time-shift so
that the interburst times start at the same time for both processes, then in the interburst interval,
the stochastic process is pathwise convergent to the mean field. Notice that in both cases, our error
estimates are not quite exponential (they would be ifψ = 1) as the typically are in these sorts
of convergence statements. These exponents are not one because the Markov chain itself is badly
behaved whenN → ∞ simply due to the fact that as we increaseN , the number of separate events
which can occur grows (since a burst can be as large asN).

We denote throughoutγ = xK−1β. Clearly, if γ < 1, thenx 6∈ D(Gβ), and if γ > 1, then
x ∈ D(Gβ). We will characterize the burst size in the casesγ < 1, γ > 1 (we do not need to
consider the critical caseγ = 1 here). For anyx ∈ SK+ ∩ QK , for N sufficiently largexN ∈ ZK .
DefineB(N)(x) as the random variable which is the burst size given that we start the system in
state

(x0N, x1N, . . . , xK−1N − 1, 1, 0).

Lemma 2. Letx be such thatγ < 1. Then for anyb ≥ 1 andγ < γ′ < 1, we have

P(B(N)(x) = b) ≤ bb−2(γ′)b−1e−γ
′b

(b− 1)!
+O(N−N). (4.3)

From this it follows that:
lim
b→∞

lim
N→∞

P(B(N)(x) > b) = 0. (4.4)

Equivalently: letα > γe1−γ ( α can be chosen in(0, 1) if γ ∈ (0, 1)). Then forb sufficiently large,

P(B(N)(x) > b) < αb. (4.5)

Finally,

lim
N→∞

E(B(N)(x)) =
1

1 − γ
,

and in particular is finite forγ ∈ [0, 1).

Lemma 3. Considerx with γ > 1. Then there is ap(γ) ∈ (0, 1) such that

lim
b→∞

lim
N→∞

P(B(N)(x) > b) = p(γ). (4.6)

14
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From this it follows that there existsη′ > 0 such that

lim
N→∞

P(B(N)(x) > η′N) > 0. (4.7)

In fact, we can be more precise:p(γ) = γ̃/γ, whereγ̃ is the unique solution in(0, 1) of

γe1−γ = γ̃e1−γ̃ . (4.8)

Definet∗(x) as in (3.9). Then, for allη > 0, there existsC0,1(η) > 0 such that forN sufficiently
large,

P
(∣

∣B(N)(x) − t∗(x)N
∣

∣ > ηN |B(N)(x) > η′N
)

≤ C0(η) exp(−C1(η)N). (4.9)

In fact, a slightly modifed restatement of the last also holds true: sayγ < 1 and there isη′ > 0
so thatχβ,K(x, η′) > 0. Definet̃η′(x) to be the smallest zero ofχβ,K(x, t) with t > η′, then (4.9)
holds witht∗(x) replaced with̃tη′ .

As mentioned above, we will delay the proofs of these assertions until Appendix A, but we now
discuss their content briefly. The content of Lemma 2 is simply that if γ < 1, then the probability
of a burst of sizeB∗ decays exponentially fast inB∗ whenN is large, so the probability of a big
burst is exponentially small inN . Moreover, the expected size of a burst is bounded for anyγ < 1,
and, although this expectation blows up asγ → 1 (as we would expect), it does not do so too badly.
The content of Lemma 3 is that whenγ > 1, we do get big bursts with some positive probability
(although not with probability one!), but that whenever we do have a big burst, its size is close to
its “expected size”t∗(N) with probability exponentially close to one.

In short, these lemmas say that the probability of getting a big burst when the mean-field
doesn’t, or not getting one when the mean-field does, is exponentially small inN .

Lemma 4. Choosex,X(N)
t , T = τ1, T

(N)
1 as in Theorem 1, where we also require thatx 6∈ D(Gβ).

By definition, fort < τ1, the solutionξ(t) to the mean-field has no big bursts), and in particular,
ξK−1β < 1 during this time. Define the events

Aǫ1 :=
{

ω :
∣

∣

∣
T

(N)
1 (ω) − τ1

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ
}

, (4.10)

Aǫ2 :=

{

ω : sup
t∈[0,τ1∧T

(N)
1 −ǫ]

∣

∣

∣
ξ(t) −N−1X

(N)
t

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ

}

, (4.11)

Aǫ3 :=
{

ω :
∣

∣

∣
B(T

(N)
1 ) − t∗(ξ(τ1))N

∣

∣

∣
> ǫN

}

. (4.12)

(4.13)

Then for allǫ > 0, there areC0,1(ǫ) > 0 so that forN sufficiently large,

P(Aǫ1 ∪ Aǫ2 ∪Aǫ3) ≤ C0(ǫ)N exp(−C1(ǫ)N
ψ(K)), (4.14)

where we defineψ(K) = (K + 3)−1.
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The lemma says that the probability of each of the three events occurring becomes exponen-
tially unlikely for N large. The first event being unlikely says that the time of thefirst big burst
for the stochastic system is likely close to that of the deterministic system. The second event being
unlikely says that the stochastic process likely stays nearto the mean field for all of this time, and
finally the third event being unlikely says that the size of the first big burst, once it arrives, is likely
close to that of the mean field. Notice that we excise some of the time domain in the definition
of Aǫ2; the reason for this is the non-uniformity of the process. Aswe approach the big burst,
µ(γ) → ∞ (in graph-theoretic language, the random graph becomes “critical”) and this should
lead to some interesting dynamics near criticality. We do not need to consider that here, however;
from Lemma 3 we have good control on the size and time of the bigburst when it does occur.

Proof of Theorem 1.
Finally, we see that given our three lemmas the proof of the theorem is clear. Consider a

solution to the mean field withξ(0) 6∈ D(Gβ) and pickT > 0. If the solution has no big bursts,
then Lemma 4 gives the theorem directly, so assume that we have at least one big burst. However,
in timeT , the solution will have at most finitely many big bursts; denote this numberm(T ). From
Lemmas 2, 3, it is clear that (4.1) is satisfied forj = 1, and then it is clear from Lemma 4 that (4.2)
holds forj = 1.

Now restart the process (with a reshifted time) atτ2 ∧ T
(N)
2 . Of course, the initial conditions

might differ by ǫ, but we can modifyξ(τ1) to be equal toX
T

(N)
1

, and using standard Gronwall’s
estimates for the ODE the error introduced can be controlled. Then we bootstrap and apply Lem-
mas 2— 4 again. Since we have at mostm(T ) steps in this process, the estimates hold.

5. Analysis of mean-field

In this section we will study the mean-field system and the critical parametersβc,1(K), βc,2(K) as
defined in (2.1). We will show analytically thatβc,2(K) = K andβc,1(K) ≥ 1 for all K, and that
βc,1(K) < βc,2(K) for K sufficiently large, thus giving a region of bistability in the mean-field
system. We will also present the results of a numerical studywhich suggests that this bistability
exists forK ≥ 6.

5.1. Existence and stability of fixed point, value ofβc,2(K)

First we show thatx′ = LPx has a unique attracting fixed point inS+
K \ D(Gβ,K). We see that

I + LP is theK ×K matrix which shifts vectors inRK one index to the right. Defineζ = ei2π/K ,
and

vj = (1, ζj, ζ2j, . . . , ζ (K−1)j),

and we have(I + LP )vj = ζ−j. The eigenvalues ofLP are thusλj := −1 + ei2πk/K , k =
0, . . . , K − 1. All of these eigenvalues have negative real parts exceptλ0 = 0. Thus the only
fixed point of (3.5) is the vector whose entries are all the same, and subject to the normalization
∑

k xk = 1, this givesxep. To see thatxep is attracting, consider any perturbationxep + ǫv. If the
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coefficients ofxep + ǫv sum to one, then the coefficients ofv sum to zero. Since the system is
linear, the evolution of the error is given byv′ = LP v as well.

Let us writev =
∑K−1

k=0 αkvk, wherevk are the eigenvectors defined above. Then

etLP v = etLP

(

K−1
∑

k=0

αkvk

)

=
K−1
∑

k=0

αke
tλkvk → α0v0.

On the other hand, notice that ifv′ = etLP v, then

d

dt

K−1
∑

k=0

vk =

K−1
∑

k=0

vk−1 −
K−1
∑

k=0

vk = 0,

so we know the coefficients ofetLP v must also sum to zero. Since the coefficients ofv0 sum to
one, this meansα0 = 0, and thus all perturbations decay to zero exponentially fast. (In fact, we
can even get the decay rate, which is the largest real part of the nonzero eigenvalues, which is
1 − cos(K−1).)

Therefore, ifβ > K, then any initial condition for (3.5) will enterD(Gβ,K), whereas ifβ < K,
some initial conditions will not, and thusβc,2(K) = K.

5.2. Determination ofβc,1(K),K large

The purpose of this section is to estimateβc,1(K) for largeK. We will show that forK sufficiently
large, βc,1(K) < K, thus giving a bistability band; namely, forβ in this region, some initial
conditions will decay to the attracting fixed point, and others will undergo infinitely many big
bursts. The main idea of the argument is to define a setNβ,K and show that, forK sufficiently
large andβ > K/2,Nβ,K ⊆ U∞

β,K and alsoNβ,K 6= ∅.
We now define the setNβ,K . First, we define

Oβ,K := {x ∈ SK+ \D(Gβ,K) : (φ(x, t))K−1 < (10β)−1, ∀t > 0}.
One can think of these as initial conditions who never get close to a big burst, since under the flow
of φ theK−1’st component never gets nearβ−1. For notation, we now refer to the “left” and “right”
modes of this system; specifically we defineL = {1, 2, . . . ,

⌊

k
2

⌋

} andR = {
⌊

k
2

⌋

+ 1, . . . , K − 1}
(note that neither of these sets contain the 0 index!). We also define the projectionsPL, PR in the
obvious way ((PLx)i = δi∈Lxi, etc.). We then sayx ∈ SK+ \D(Gβ,K) is inNβ,K if the following
three conditions hold:

∑

i∈L

xi < K−10,
∑

i∈R

xi <
100

√

log(K)
, andPRx ∈ Oβ,K.

(From this it follows thatx0 > 1−K−10 − 100/
√

log(K), as
∑

xi = 1. We will write x0 = 1− δ
and use later thatδ → 0 asN → ∞.) In words, what we require is that there is very little mass
in the left modes, little (but potentially much more) mass inthe right modes, and if we simply
flow under the mass contained in the right modes, we’d never precipitate a big burst. Clearly
e(0) ∈ Nβ,K and thusNβ,K is not empty. All that remains to show is
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Theorem 5. Choose anyθ > 1/2. ForK sufficiently large,

NθK,K ⊆ U∞
θK,K.

Thusβc,1(K) ≤ θK whenK is large enough, and this impliesβc,1(K) < βc,2(K) = K.
Basically, the proof consists of showing that for anyx ∈ Nβ,K , we haves∗(x) < ∞ (so that
Fβ,K(x) is defined) and then we show thatGβ,K ◦ Fβ,K(x) ∈ Nβ,K . Thus every point inNβ,K will
eventually undergo a burst, and after the big burst map finds itself back inNβ,K — thus each of
these points undergo infinitely many big bursts. We delay thefull proof until Appendix B below.

5.3. Calculation ofβc,1(K),K small

Here we present some discussion for specific small values ofK. One observation which we make
in all cases is that when we chooseβ > βc,2(K), the system seems to be attracted to a periodic
orbit where all the bursts are the same size, which size we denote t∗(β,K). (Note that while
β > βc,2(K) implies that there by infinitely many big bursts, we have not shown that there the
burst sizes are independent of initial condition, or that they become a constant sequence, etc.)

We will first show analytically thatβc,2(2) = 2, that t∗(β, 2) is well-defined forβ > 2, and
thatt∗(β, 2) is continuous atβ = 2. This contrasts significantly with the case whereK is large as
shown in Section 5.2.. We will then present some numerical evidence detailing the transition from
K “small” to K “large”; in particular, we will show that onceK has reached 6, it seems to be the
same as theK large case, and the transition from 2 to 6 shows some surprises as well.

To see thatβc,2(2) = 2, note thatK = 2 is really just a one degree-of-freedom system, since
∑

xk = 1. So, consider anyβ < 2 and an initial conditionx 6∈ D(Gβ,K). One of the following
three cases must be true:x1 > β−1, x0 < x1 ≤ β−1, or x0 ≥ x1. In the first case,x ∈ D(Gβ,K),
andGβ,K(x) is then in the third case. In either of the two last cases, it’seasy to see that the system
will decay to(1/2, 1/2), and thus have no further big bursts.

Now we showt∗(β, 2) is continuous atβ = 2, and in fact we will actually compute the Taylor
expansion to the right ofβ = 2. Using (3.8) and noting that the big burst occurs whenx =
((β − 1)/β, 1/β), we have

χβ,2(x, t) = −t+ 1 − e−tβ − (β − 1)e−tβ

Writing β = 2 + ǫ,

∂tχβ,2(x, t)|t=0 = 0,

∂ttχβ,2(x, t)|t=0 = 2β(β − 1) − β2 = 2ǫ+O(ǫ2),

∂tttχβ,2(x, t)|t=0 = 3β2(1 − β) + β3 = −4 − 12ǫ+O(ǫ2).

Since the third derivative is of the opposite sign, and of larger order, than the second, we can find
the root by the third-order Taylor series truncation, and thus we have

t∗(2 + ǫ, 2) =
ǫ

2
+ o(ǫ),
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and thust∗(β, 2) is continuous atβ = 2, and moreover

∂

∂β
t∗(β, 2)|β=2+ =

1

2
.

For K > 2, we present a series of numerical experiments designed to computet∗(β,K), a
synopsis of which is presented in Figure 3. We reiterate thatt∗(β,K) is nota priori well-defined
for K > 2. All we have shown is that forβ > βc,1(K), some initial conditions give rise to
dynamics which include infinitely many big bursts. However,we always observe that whenever
β > βc,2(K), the system seems to be attracted to a unique periodic orbit with all bursts of the same
size, so we definet∗(β,K) to be this observed size.

To computet∗(β,K), we first need to set three discretization parameters,tol, intLen, and
dt. We then computet∗ as follows: We consider the initial conditione(0), and flow under (3.5)
until we hit D(Gβ,K). To determine whether this has occurred numerically, we discretize (3.5)
using a first-order Euler method with timestepdt, and if we ever get withintol of D(Gβ,K), we
say we’ve had a burst, and if we ever integrate the ODE for timelonger thanintLen, we say we
have decayed to the attracting fixed point. If we have determined that we have enteredD(Gβ,K),
we need to determinet∗, but to do so we simply use a standard bisection method to find asmallest
root ofχβ,K , and we verify that this bisection method has converged to within tol. In all of the
numerics presented here, we chosedt = 10−4,tol = 10−6,intLen = 102.

As seen in Figure 3, as we increaseK we have a transition from theK = 2 case to theK
large case. We observe that for allK ≤ 5, βc,1(K) = K, i.e. that there is no bistable regime.
However, something interesting seems to happen atK = 5: even thoughβc,1(5) = 5, numerical
evidence suggests thatlimβ→5+ t

∗(β, 5) > 0. (Contrast Figures 3(a) and (b).) Once we increaseK
to 6 (Figure 3(c)),βc,1(K) moves to the left ofK, giving a bistable regime, but this bistable regime
is not very large inβ. Finally, as we increaseK further,βc,1(K)/K decreases. The numerically
computed values up to four decimal places are

K βc,1(K) limβ→βc,1(K)+ t
∗(β,K)

4 4.000 0.0000
5 5.000 0.3901
6 5.973 0.5529
10 9.414 0.7402

6. Conclusions

It is well-known that many neuronal network models (and realneuronal networks!) have the ability
to exist in several states (many networks exhibit both synchronous and asynchronous behaviors),
and when perturbed by noise, will switch among these severalstates. We have considered a very
idealized model of a neuronal network in this paper, but we have been able to rigorously explain
why the network switches between competing states: it is a small stochastic perturbation of a
deterministic system. We hope that the ideas contained in this paper can be extended to more
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Figure 3: We plot the numerically-computed value oft∗(β,K) for K = 4, 5, 6, 10 and various
values ofβ. As mentioned in the text, it is observed that the mean-field only limits onto two
attractors: the equipartition or the big burst solution. Ineach case, we are plotting the size of the
big burst to which our system is attracted. One sees a wide variety of different behaviors depending
onK: for K small enough, we haveβc,1(K) = K, andt∗ is a continuous function ofβ, but forK
large enough, the functiont∗ becomes discontinuous, andβc,1(K) < K.

complicated network models and can explain the wealth of behavior observed there (e.g. it was
shown in [17] that a finite-size effect can lead to non-trivial synchronization behavior in a more
realistic network model.)

There are also several open questions left unresolved aboutthis model. Numerical evidence
suggests the conjecture that for allβ > βc,2(K), the mean-field system always limits onto one spe-
cial infinite-burst periodic orbit, thus leading to the definition of a canonical “burst size”t∗(β,K)
associated toβ andK. Moreover, it is observed thatt∗ is always an increasing function ofβ for
fixedK, and forK large enought∗(β,K) has a discontinuity atβc,2(K), or a first-order phase tran-
sition. This is in stark contrast with the Erdős-Rényi model (corresponding toK = 1), for which
t∗(β) is a continuous function ofβ, and actually right-differentiable there:t∗(1+ǫ, 1) = 2ǫ+O(ǫ2).
We saw numerically in Section 5.3. that forK = 2, 3, 4, the behavior oft∗ is much like that for the
Erdős-Rényi model, but forK > 4 it is quite different. Moreover, the evidence seems to suggest
that as we increaseK, βc,1(K)/K decreases, and moreover

lim
β→βc,1(K)+

t∗(β,K)

seems to increase as well. The numerical evidence suggests that

lim
K→∞

βc,1(K)

K
= 0, lim

K→∞
lim

β→βc,1(K)+
t∗(β,K) = 1.
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A Proof of Lemmas 2– 4.

To prove Lemmas 2, 3, we will need a few formulas concerning the size of the burst. We will
compute the size of the burst by “stages”. We start withQ0 = 1, with one neuron in the queue.
To move fromQn to Qn+1, we process all of theQn neurons in the queue, and see how many
are promoted. If this is ever zero, then the burst stops, and the total burst size is

∑

Qi. (This is
formally different from the definition above, but since all the neurons are interchangable, we can
see that this is an equivalent formulation.)

First notice that whenever we process the effect of a neuron in the queue, we promote each
neuron in stateSK−1 with probabilityp = β/N . The total number of neurons which are promoted
are then given by the binomial distribution; in particular,we promotek neurons with probability

b(k; xK−1N, β/N) =

(

xK−1N
k

)(

β

N

)k (

1 − β

N

)xK−1N−k

.

Most of the calculations below involve getting upper and lower estimates for various convolutions
of the Bernoulli distribution. We will find it convenient to use the notation

f(N) . g(N)

if we have
f(N) ≤ g(N) for all N, f(N) − g(N) = O(N−1) asN → ∞.

Thus this symbol corresponds to an explicit upper bound in one direction and and asymptotic
equivalence in the other direction.

Lemma 6. For C ≥ 0, we have

b(k; xK−1N − C, β/N) .
γke−γ

k!
,

whereγ = xK−1β. Moreover, for anyγ′ > γ,

P(Qn+1 = k|Qn) .
(γQn)

ke−Qnγ

k!
+O(N−N).

Proof. To prove the first claim, we simply note that

αN log(1 − β/N) . −αβ,

from a Taylor series expansion, and of course

k
∏

i=0

(1 − i/N) . 1,
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and the first claim follows. To prove the second, let us first make the assumption that the number
of neurons in stateSK−1 stays lower thanxK−1N throughout the burst. Then we have:

P(Qn+1 = k|Qn) =
∑

k1+···+kQn=k

B(k1; xK−1N, β/N)B(k2; xK−1N − k1, β/N)×

· · · ×B(kQn
; xK−1N − k1 − k2 − · · · − kQn−1, β/N)

.
∑

k1+···+kQn=k

γk1e−γ

k1!

γk2e−γ

k2!
. . .

γkQne−γ

kQn
!

= γke−Qnγ
∑

k1+···+kQn=k

1

k1!k2! . . . kQn
!

= γke−Qnγ
Qk
n

k!

=
(γQn)

ke−Qnγ

k!
.

Now considerγ < γ′ < 1. Defineξ so thatξβ = γ′. If we know that the number of neurons in state
SK−1 stays belowξN throughout the burst, then the previous estimate holds withγ replaced byγ′.
So, we need to compute the probability that the number of neurons in stateSK−1 ever exceedsξN .
Defining ξ̃ = ξ − xK−1, it is easy to see that this probability is bounded above by

b(≥ ξ̃N ; (1 − xK−1)N, β/N) ≤ (β − γ)ξNe−(β−γ)

(ξN)!
,

and using the very coarse version of Stirling’s approximation that there isC > 0

A! ≤ CAA+1/2e−A,

shows that this probability is bounded above by a constant timesN−N .

Proof of Lemma 2.
Throughout this proof, for ease of notation, we will neglectto write the error term of size

O(N−N) in every equation.
Given a random sequenceQ0, Q1, . . . , definen∗ = minnQn = 0 and then the size of the burst

is
∑n∗

i=0Qi. So we have

P(Qi = qi, i = 1, . . . , n∗) = P(Q1 = q1)

n∗

∏

i=2

P(Qi = qi|Qi−1 = qi−1)

.
γq1e−γ

q1!

n∗

∏

i=2

(γqi−1)
qi

qi!
e−γqi−1 =

γ
P

qie−γ(1+
P

qi)

q1!q2! . . . qn∗ !

n∗

∏

i=2

qqii−1
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and of course

P

(

n∗

∑

i=1

Qi = B − 1

)

=
∑

q1+q2+···+qn∗=B−1

P(Qi = qi, i = 1, . . . , n∗).

Recall that by definitionQ0 = 1, so this last expression is exactly the probability of the burst size
beingB. Thus we have

P(burst = B) = γB−1e−γB
∑

q1+q2+···+qn∗=B−1

∏n∗

i=2 q
qi
i−1

q1!q2! . . . qn∗ !
.

For any vector of integersq, define

Cq =

∏n∗

i=2 q
qi
i−1

q1!q2! . . . qn∗ !
,

and we are left with
P(burst = B) = γB−1e−γB

∑

|q|=B−1

Cq.

Using the fact that
∑

|q|=B−1

Cq =
BB−2

(B − 1)!
, (A1)

which we prove in Lemma 8 below, gives (4.3). Now we apply Stirling’s approximation to the
(B + 1)st term in the sum, namely

P(burst = B + 1) =
γBe−γ(B+1)(B + 1)B−1

B!
≈ γBe−γ(B+1)(B + 1)B−1eB√

2πBBB

=
e−γ√
2π
B−3/2

(

B + 1

B

)B−1

γBeB(1−γ) ≈ e1−γ√
2π

(γe1−γ)BB−3/2.

Defineφ(α,B) = αBB−3/2. Using the Stirling approximation that

B! =
√

2πBBBe−BeλB

where(12B + 1)−1 ≤ λB ≤ (12B)−1 for all B, it is straightforward to show that

P(burst = B + 1) ∈
(

e−1/12

√
2π

φ(B), 1 +
e√
2π
φ(B)

)

≈ (0.367φ(B), 1 + 1.08φ(B)).

Define

Ψ(α) =

∞
∑

B=1

αBB−1/2
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and we have
µ(γ) = E(B(N)(x)) ∈ (0.367Ψ(α), 1 + 1.08Ψ(α)),

whereα = γe1−γ . In particular, this implies thatµ(γ) <∞ for γ < 1.
To prove thatµ(γ) = (1 − γ)−1, we will show that

µ(γ) = 1 + γµ(γ).

Let us now defineµ(γ|k) as the mean size of a burst withQ0 = k (as opposed to the normal burst
whereQ0 is always 1). Notice that if we can show

µ(γ|k) = kµ(γ|1) = kµ(γ), (A2)

then we are done, since by the law of total probability,

µ(γ) = 1 +
∑

k

µ(γ|k)P(Q1 = k) = 1 +
∑

k

kP(Q1 = k)µ(γ) = 1 + γµ(γ).

To establish (A2), we defineµ(γ|k) as above. Now, let us also consider the auxiliary stochastic
process where we computek burstsB1, . . . , Bk and define

µ̃(γ|k) = E

(

k
∑

i=1

Bi

)

.

It is easy to see that̃µ(γ|k) ≥ µ(γ|k), and, in fact, the only time the two stochastic processes differ
in when, in the second case, two different burstsBi happen to promote the same neuron. Given
that a finite number of neurons are promoted in each case, the probability that the same neuron
is promoted in differentBi must scale likeN−2, but since there are at mostN neurons the total
probability of this ever happening isO(N−1). Since each random variable has a finite mean, the
difference in expectations can be bounded above byO(N−1).

Proof of Lemma 3. From Lemma 2 we know that forγ < 1,

∞
∑

b=1

P(B(N)(x) = b) = 1.

We want to show that this quantity is less than 1 whenγ > 1. Define

A(γ) :=

∞
∑

b=1

bb−2γb−1e−γb

(b− 1)!
,

and we compute that

A(γ) = γ−1
∞
∑

b=1

(γe−γ)bbb−1

(b− 1)!
.
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DefineA(γ) = γ−1Ã(γ) and notice that̃A(γ) depends onγ only through the quantityγe−γ. Thus,
for anyγ < 1 (resp.γ > 1) we defineγ′ > 1 (resp.γ′ < 1) to satisfyγe−γ = γ′e−γ

′

, and we have
Ã(γ′) = Ã(γ). Thus wheneverγ > 1,

A(γ) =
Ã(γ)

γ
=
Ã(γ′)

γ
=
γ′

γ
,

sinceγ′ < 1.
Finally, to establish (4.9) is straightforward using the Central Limit Theorem.

To prove Lemma 4, we will use Kurtz’ theorem for continuous time Markov processes [31, 32]
(for an excellent exposition see [40, p.76],), which we state without proof:

Theorem 7(Kurtz’ Theorem for Markov chains). Consider a Markov process with generator

L(N)f(x) =
J
∑

j=0

Nλj(x)(f(x+ vj/N) − f(x)), (A3)

whereλj(x) are Lipschitz continuous and bounded. LetX
(N)
t be a realization of (A3). If we define

x∞(t) by the solution to the ODE

d

dt
x∞(t) =

J
∑

j=0

λj(x)vj , x∞(0) = X
(N)
0 , (A4)

then for anyǫ > 0, T > 0, there existC1, C2 > 0 such that for everyN ,

P

(

sup
t∈[0,T ]

∣

∣

∣
x∞(t) −X

(N)
t

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ

)

≤ C1(ǫ, T ) exp(−C2(ǫ, T )N/v2λJ),

where
λ = sup

x∈Rk

J
sup
j=1

λj(x), v =
J

sup
j=1

|vj| ,

andlimǫ→0 ǫ
−2C2(ǫ, T ) ∈ (0,∞) for all T .

We do not prove this theorem; we have followed almost exactlythe formulation of Theorem
5.3 of [40], with the exception that we have made the dependence onJ, v, λ explicit. The need for
this restatement will be made clear below: if we could assumethatJ is fixed then each of the terms
J, v, λ area priori bounded and then can be subsumed into the definition ofC2(ǫ). However, we
will need to takeJ = J(N) and thus the dependence of the constant on these quantities will play
a role below.

In short, what Theorem 7 says is that the stochastic process stays close to its mean with proba-
bility exponentially close to one on any finite time interval.

Proof of Lemma 4. We first give a sketch of the main points of the proof of the lemma. We
proceed as follows:
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1. ChooseB∗ > 0 andǫ > 0. We consider only those realizations ofX(N)
t which do not have

a burst of size greater thanB∗ for t ∈ [0, τ1 − ǫ]. Define this set of realizations to beΩB∗

From Lemma 2, it follows that there areC3(ǫ), C4(ǫ) so that

P(ΩB∗) ≥ 1 − C3(ǫ)N exp(−C4(ǫ)B
∗).

Notice the presence of the prefactorN ; this appears since we haveO(N) opportunities to
have an untimely big burst.

2. OnΩB∗ , we can replace the generator of the processX
(N)
t with the one which is the same

but which explicitly caps all bursts at sizeB∗. We will write down this generator in the form
of

L(N)f =

J(B∗)
∑

j=0

Nλj(x)(f(x+ vj/N) − f(x)),

(notice thatJ now depends onB∗), and we will show that the mean-field equation as defined
in (A4) gives the same ODE as in (3.5) forγ < 1.

3. We now letB∗ → ∞ asB∗ = Np for somep ∈ (0, 1). We will show that there is aC2 so
that

J(B∗) ≤ (B∗)K +K, v ≤ KB∗, λ ≤ C2, (A5)

and from this we have

P

(

ΩB∗ ∩
{

ω : sup
t∈[0,τ1∧T

(N)
1 −ǫ]

∣

∣

∣
x∞(t) −X

(N)
t (ω)

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ

})

≤ C1(ǫ) exp(−C2(ǫ)N
1−p(K+2)),

and this combined with step 1 above gives, for anyǫ > 0,

P

(

sup
t∈[0,τ1∧T

(N)
1 −ǫ]

∣

∣

∣
x∞(t) −X

(N)
t (ω)

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ

)

≤ C1(ǫ) exp(−C2(ǫ)N
1−p(K+2)) + C3(ǫ)N exp(−C4(ǫ)N

p).

One error term is improved by increasingp (if we takeB∗ larger then we are discarding
fewer realizations in step 1) and the other is worsened (if wetakeB∗ larger then there are
more ways to have a fluctuation away from the mean). The best (asymptotic) estimate is
obtained if we choosep to make the powers equal in the two terms, which is if we choose
p = ψ(K) := (K + 3)−1. Then we have

P

(

sup
t∈[0,τ1∧T

(N)
1 −ǫ]

∣

∣

∣
x∞(t) −X

(N)
t (ω)

∣

∣

∣
> ǫ

)

≤ C4 exp(−C5N
ψ(K)).

This establishes(4.11).
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4. We have already shown half of (4.10), namely thatT
(N)
1 > τ1 − ǫ with exponentially large

probability. We now need to show that oncet > τ1 − ǫ, then a big burst occurs soon, and its
size is close tot∗(ξ(τ1)). Two things can occur here: we have a slightly early big burstwith
γ ≤ 1, or we have no big burst untilγ > 1.

If the latter, it is straightforward, using Lemma 3: onceγ > 1, there is a nonzeroO(1)

probability of a big burst every time something changes inX
(N)
t . Moreover, in anyO(1)

time, the processX(N)
t will undergoO(N) changes and the probability of having a big burst

isO(1), so that it is exponentially unlikely that a big burst not take place in this time interval.

If we have a burst whileγ is still less than or equal to one, we can use the alternate statement
at the bottom of Lemma 3. Let us consider the case where the mean-field has a big burst with
ξK−2β > 1, ξK−1β = 1 (the cases whereξK−2β = 1, but ξK−3β > 1, etc. are similar). By
definitionχβ,K(ξ, 0) has zero first derivative, but positive second derivative, at zero. Let us
now assume that the big burst happens early and that we have a burst larger thanαN but not
close tot∗(ξ(τ1))N . Chooseǫ > 0, and by (4.11) we can guarantee that this happens with
γ > 1 − ǫ. Let ξ̃ be a vector obtained by decreasingξK−1 by O(ǫ) and changing all of the
other coefficients ofξ by no more thanǫ. Thenχ(ξ̃, t) becomes negative for smallt, but it
has a root in aO(ǫ) neighborhood of the origin (consider its Taylor series), and thus becomes
positive after its first root, which isO(ǫ). By choosingǫ small enough, we can guarantee
that this root is less thanα, and by the last statement of Lemma 3, if the burst is larger than
αN then it is near̃tα(ξ̃)N with probability exponentially close to one. Moreover, notice that
t̃α(ξ̃) will be within O(ǫ) of t∗(ξ), sinceχβ,K(ξ, t) andχβ,K(ξ̃, t) are uniformly withinO(ǫ)
of each other. Therefore, even if the big burst occurs early,it will be within O(ǫ) of t∗(τ1).
This establishes (4.10) and (4.12).

5. Finally, we need to show is that if we consider the generator of the process where we cap the
bursts at sizeB∗, then the mean-field ODE is the correct one, and moreover that(A5) holds.
In fact, what we will show is even simpler: we can computex∞ formally even without the
restriction of makingB∗ finite.

To show these two, let us first consider a simpler process, namely the process where we have
no bursting whatsoever (i.e. settingp = 0). It is easy to see that this can be written as a
continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) with generator

Lf(x) =
J
∑

j=0

λj(x)N
(

f(x+N−1vj) − f(x)
)

, (A6)

whereλj(x) = xk, vk = e(k+1) − e(k) wheree(k) is thekth standard basis function. The
reason why this is true is that neurons are being promoted as aPoisson process, and we
choose a neuron in stateSk with probabilityxk, and if this neuron is chosen we increment
Sk+1 and decrementSk. Applying (A4) gives

d

dt
x∞k = x∞k−1 − x∞k ,
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which is the same as (3.5) withγ = 0, which is what we expect.

Now, let us consider the network withp > 0. Let us say that the network undergoes a burst
of sizeB. The effect of this on all neurons not in stateSK−1 is to present each of them with
B chances to be promoted, each with probabilityp = β/N . The effect of this, on average,
will be to additionally promote, on average,xiβB neurons from stateSi to stateSi+1. To
be more precise, if we havexiN neurons in stateSi, and we haveB neurons fire in a given
burst, then we will promotek neurons out of stateSi with probability

b(k;BNxi, β/N) +O(N−1) = (βBxi)
k exp(−βBxi) +O(N−1).

For any burst, let us define the random vectorB = (B0, B1, . . . , BK−1) as the number of
neurons promoted from stateSi to stateSi+1. The effect of such a change is to add the vector

K−1
∑

k=0

Bkvk

to the state of the system. Now, consider any vectorb ∈ ZK and define

p(b) = P(B = b).

Our stochastic process is literally defined as follows: at any given time,K − 1 “simple”
events can occur; fork = 0, . . . , K − 2, we can add the vectorvk to the system, and do
so with ratexkN , or we can have a burst, which occurs at ratexK−1N , at which time we
add the vector

∑K−1
k=0 bkvk with probability p(b). However, since all rates are constant, it

is equivalent to instead consider the process where we add the vectorvk with ratexkN for
k = 0, . . . , K − 2 and add the vector

∑

bkvk with ratexK−1Np(b).

From this, we have that

d

dt
x∞ =

K−2
∑

k=0

x∞k vk +
∑

b∈ZK

x∞K−1p(b)
K−1
∑

k=0

bkvk

=

K−2
∑

k=0

(

x∞k +
∑

b∈ZK

x∞K−1p(b)bk

)

vk + x∞K−1

∑

b∈ZK

p(b)bK−1vK−1.

The sum overb in the last term is the expected size of a burst, namely,µ(γ). The sum over
b in the first term is the expected number of neurons promoted from stateSk during a burst.
We compute:

E(Bk) =
∑

b

P(Bk = bk)bk =
∑

bk

∑

q

bkP(Bk = bk|BK−1 = q)P(BK−1 = q)

=
∑

q

P(BK−1 = q)
∑

bk

bk
(xkβq)

bk

bk!
exp(−xkβq)

=
∑

q

P(BK−1 = q)xkβq = xkβ
∑

q

P(BK−1 = q)q = xkβµ(γ).
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So we have
d

dt
x∞ =

K−2
∑

k=0

x∞k (1 + γµ(γ))vk + x∞K−1µ(γ)vK−1.

As we proved in Lemma 2,µ(γ) = 1+γµ(γ), and this gives (3.5). Finally, to establish (A5):
every rate is bounded above byβ, with a cap on burst size ofB∗, the total number of changes
which can occur are bounded above by(B∗)K + K (the number ofb ∈ ZK with bi ≤ B∗,
plus theK − 1 non-burst steps, and finally|vj| ≤ KB∗ (each entry is at mostB∗ and there
areK coordinates).

Remark. We can see from the proof (specifically, part 4) why the critical, or near-critical,
graph does not affect the mean-field. One might think that asγ → 1 — as the graph approaches
criticality — something untoward might happen in the limit.However, any burst of sizeo(N) does
not appear in the limit, and, moreover, the conditional estimate of Lemma 3 shows that even if
we do have a (rare) event ofO(N) when the graph is near-critical, this event will be very close
to the expected super-critical event which would have occurred soon anyway. Basically, when the
process is near-critical, either nothing happens, or if it does, it is close to what is expected, and in
any case, the process is far away from criticality after the event. Moreover, the system only spends
a finite time near criticality, so if no big bursts occur for a long enough time, the process moves
through criticality to supercriticality. It will of coursebe interesting to understand this critical
behavior for several reasons, one of which is that it surely plays a role in understanding the most
likely path of switching in the case where we have multiple attractors.

All that remains is to show:

Lemma 8.
∑

|q|=B−1

Cq =
BB−2

(B − 1)!
.

Proof. We will use an induction argument. Now, let us considerq = (q1, . . . , qk) and q̃ =
(γ, q1, . . . , qk) with γ ∈ N. Then

Cq =
qq21 . . . rqkq−1

q1! . . . qk!
, Cq̃ =

γq1qq21 . . . qqkk−1

γ!q1! . . . qk!
.

In short, prepending an integer to a vector effectively multiplies the associated constant byγq1/γ!,
whereq1 is the starting constant of the vector to which we are prepending. Define

Cn,k =
∑

|q|=n,q1=k

Cq.

We first want to computeCn,1. Now, take any partitionq with |q| = n andq1 = 1. Then, after
removing the leading 1, we have a partition ofn− 1 with leading digitq2. Then

C(q1,...,qn) = 1q2C(q2,...,qn) = C(q2,...,qn).
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Thus it is easy to see that

Cn,1 =

n−1
∑

j=1

Cn−1,j.

Now, considerk = 2, so we haveq1 = 2. After removing the leading two, we have a partition
of n− 2 with leading digitq2. Then we have

C(q1,...,qn) =
2q2

2!
C(q2,...,qn).

From this we have

Cn,2 =

n−2
∑

j=1

2j

2
Cn−2,j.

In general, by the same argument we have

Cn,k =
n−k
∑

j=1

kj

k!
Cn−k,j.

We now assert that fork ≤ n,

Cn,k =
nn−k−1

(k − 1)!(n− k)!
. (A7)

First check thatC1,1 = 1. Now assume that the claim holds for alln ≤ n∗. Then we compute

Cn∗,k =
n∗−k
∑

j=1

kj

k!
Cn∗−k,j =

n∗−k
∑

j=1

kj

k!

(n∗ − k)n
∗−k−j−1

(j − 1)!(n∗ − k − j)!

=
1

k!

n∗−k−1
∑

l=0

kl+1(n∗ − k)n
∗−k−l−2

l!(n∗ − k − l − 1)!
=

k

(n∗ − k)k!

n∗−k−1
∑

l=0

kl(n∗ − k)n
∗−k−l−1

l!(n∗ − k − l − 1)!

=
1

(k − 1)!(n∗ − k)!

n∗−k−1
∑

l=0

(

n∗ − k − 1
l

)

kl(n∗ − k)n
∗−k−l−1

=
1

(k − 1)!(n∗ − k)!
(n∗ − k + k)n

∗−k−1.

This establishes (A7). Now, finally notice that

∑

|q|=B−1

Cq = CB,1 =
B−1
∑

j=1

CB−1,j .
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Expanding, we obtain

BB−2 =

B−2
∑

j=0

(B − 2)!

j!(B − j − 2)!
(B − 1)B−j−2

=
B−1
∑

l=1

(B − 2)!

(l − 1)!(B − l − 1)!
(B − 1)B−l−1

= (B − 1)!

B−1
∑

j=1

CB−1,j,

and we are done.

B Proof of Theorem 5

We first give a quick recap of the mean-field process and establish many of the calculational short-
cuts we will use later in the proof.

B1. Preliminary remarks

Here we reconsider both the flowφ and the mapGβ,K and give a simplifying description for the
dynamics of each, and then we show the Gaussian approximations we use in the proof.

Simplified description of φ. Consider (3.5). Up to a change in time variable,φ(x, t) = etLP x,
whereLP is theK ×K matrix with

(LP )ij =











−1, i = j,

1, i ≡ j + 1 mod K,

0 else.

Since the trajectories of an ODE are not affected by a time change, the question of whether a
trajectory enters a set or not is independent of this change.Because of this, we will simply replace
φ(x, t) with etLP throughout this proof without further comment.

From the definition of Poisson RVs, if we consider the initialconditionx(0) = e(0), then we
have

xi(t) = P(Po(t) ≡ i mod K).

Moreover, by linearity, if we choosex ∈ RK , x = (x0, . . . , xK−1), then

x(t) =
K−1
∑

i=0

xix
(i)(t),

wherex(i)(t) is the solution tox′ = LPx with initial conditione(i). Of course, we also have

x
(i)
j (t) = P(Po(t) ≡ (j − i) mod K),
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which then gives

x(t)j =
K−1
∑

i=0

xiP(Po(t) ≡ (j − i) mod K). (B1)

Simplified description of Gβ,K . The mapGβ,K and t∗(x) are defined above in (3.9, 3.11);
however, there exists an alternate description of the mapGβ,K (and t∗) motivated by the queue
arguments of Section 3.3., which we now describe.

Considerx ∈ D(Gβ,K). Now considery ∈ RK+1 (we now let the index go from0, . . . , K,
whereyK corresponds to the queue) where we setyi = xi for i = 1, . . . , K − 1 andyK = 0. Let
it flow under the linear flowẏ = βLBy, with LB defined in (3.10).yK(t) will be the (rescaled)
number of neurons which have been pushed into the queue by timet, and since neurons are flowing
out at rate 1, we continue this process untilyK(t) < t. (Note that such a time is guaranteed to occur
sinceyK(t) < 1 for all t.) Call this timet∗, and then defineGβ,K(x) as the vector with

Gβ,K(x)i =

{

yi(t
∗), i = 1, . . . , K − 1,

y0(t
∗) + yK(t∗), i = 0.

We can go further: if we now replace the flowLB with the ODE on the set of variables indexed by
N where we definėz = βL′

Bz with

(L′
B)i,j =











−1, i = j,

1, i = j + 1,

0, else

then it is easy to see thatyK(t) =
∑

i>K zi(t). In other words, we can think of the “burst flow” as
a flow on the whole real line where we count how much mass has passed the pointK, or we can
consider the finite-dimensional flow which absorbs all of themass at pointK. We will use both
viewpoints below as convenient. In particular, this allowsus to note that the exact solution to the
LB flow gives us, for allt > 0,

yK(t0 + t) =
K
∑

i=1

yK−i(t0)P(Po(βt) ≥ i), (B2)

and

yi(t0 + t) =

j
∑

i=0

yi(t0)P(Po(βt) = j − i). (B3)

Compare (B1) with (B2, B3); these formulas are basically thesame, and the only difference is a
factor ofβ in the time variable or how boundary conditions are handled.

Gaussian approximation. We can use the standard Gaussian approximation for the Poisson
RV: for anyα > 0, if we chooset > αK, then

P(Po(t) = j) =
1√
2πt

e−(t−j)2/2t + o(K−10). (B4)
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(We choose the power 10 for concreteness in what follows; of course, we could use any polynomial
decay here.) It also follows that

P(Po(t) ≡ α mod K) =
1√
2πt

e−(j−t)2/2t + o(K−10), (B5)

wherej is the member of the equivalence class[α]K closest tot. In particular, if thisj has the
further property that|t− j| > Kp for somep > 1/2, then

P(Po(t) ≡ α mod K) = o(K−10). (B6)

These approximations will be of direct use for understanding theLP flow; of course we need only
replacet with βt when approximating theLB flow.

B2. Proof of Theorem 5.

Proof of Theorem 5. We break up the problem into several steps. In Step 1, we estimates∗(x)
for x ∈ NθK,K. In Step 2, we estimatet∗(Fβ,K(x)) for x ∈ NθK,K . Finally, in Step 3, we put it
all together and show thatGβ,K(Fβ,K(x)) ∈ NθK,K for anyx ∈ NθK,K. Throughout the proof, we
will useC as a generic constant which is independent ofK.

Step 1. Estimatings∗. Here we show that ifx ∈ Nβ,K , then there is aC > 0 with s∗(x) =

K−C
√

K log(K)+o(
√

K log(K)). To establish this, we have to both estimate the time at which
xK−1 = β−1, and show that at this time,xK−2 > xK−1.

Consider anys < 0.99K. By the definition ofNβ,K , the contribution toxK−1(s) from the
modes inR is at most(10β)−1, and the contribution from the modes inL is at mostK−10. However,
from (B6), the contribution fromx0(0) can be at mostK−10 as well. ThereforexK−1(s) is certainly
less thanβ−1 for all x < 0.99K and thuss∗(x) > 0.99K.

Now considers ∈ [0.99K, 1.01K]. By the arguments of the last paragraph, the total contribu-
tion fromL andR can be bounded above byK−10 + (10β)−1 = O(K−1). The contribution from
x0(0) is

P(Po(s) = K − 1) + o(K−10).

However, it is easy to see thatP(Po(s) = K − 1) achieves its maximum ats = K − 1 and this
maximum isΘ(K−1/2). Therefores∗ < K − 1. In fact, we can get an even better estimate ofs∗:
use the Gaussian approximation (B5), plug ins = K − φ(K) and consider largeK asymptotics,
matching scales shows that we havexK−1 = β−1 at s∗ = K − (1 + o(1))

√
K logK. Thus we can

choose and fixC1 > 1, C2 < 1 and forK sufficiently large,

K − C1

√

K log(K) ≤ s∗ ≤ K − C2

√

K log(K). (B7)

We have established the times∗ when(etLP x0)K−1 = β−1, but we also need to show that

(etLP x0)K−2 > β−1,

or a burst will not occur.
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Choose anyp > 1/2. By (B7, B6), we know that (up toO(K−10)), the contributions to
xK−2(s

∗), xK−1(s
∗) must have come from levels withinKp of zero, on one side or the other. By

the definition ofNθK,K , these all came fromR, since there is onlyO(K−10) total mass inL. Thus
we know

xK−1(s
∗) = x0P(Po(s∗) = K − 1) +

Kp
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(s∗) = i− 1 +K) +O(K−10),

xK−2(s
∗) = x0P(Po(s∗) = K − 2) +

Kp
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(s∗) = i− 2 +K) +O(K−10).

(B8)

We want to showxK−2(s
∗) > xK−1(s

∗), thus we will need to estimate quotients of the form

P(Po(s∗) = K + i− 1)

P(Po(s∗) = K + i− 2)
=

s∗

K + i− 1
≥ K − C

√

K log(K)

K + i− 1
≥ 1 − C

√

log(K)

K
,

for anyi = o(K). But then comparing the equations in (B8) term-by-term gives

xK−2(s
∗) ≥ (1 − CK−1/2(log(K))−1/2)xK−1(s

∗) > β−1,

so that a burst does occur ats = s∗.
Step 2. Estimatingt∗. Definey as above, namely we setyk(s∗) = xk(s

∗) for k = 0, 1, . . . , K−
1, yK(s∗) = 0, and lety flow undery′ = βLBy.

We will showt∗ > 0.99. We break this up into three intervals:

t ∈ [0, 4/K], [4/K, 2C1

√

K logK/β], [2C1

√

K logK/β, 0.99],

which we denote as Stages 1–3. The constantC1 is the one which appears in the estimate fors∗

in (B7). We will show thatt∗ cannot lie in any of these three intervals.
Stage 1.t ∈ [0, 4/K]. Here we only consider the last two entries iny:

yK(s∗ + t) ≥ yK−1(s
∗)P(Po(βt) ≥ 1) + yK−2(s

∗)P(Po(βt) ≥ 2).

Writing out the conditionyK(s∗ + t) > t gives

((1 − e−tβ + (1 − e−tβ − tβe−tβ))β−1 − t > 0,

or
2(1 − e−tβ) + tβe−tβ − tβ > 0.

It is easy to check that the function

2(1 − e−α) + αe−α − α

is positive for allα ∈ (0, 2), so that as long astβ < 2, or t < 4/K, then these inequalities all hold.
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Stage 2.t ∈ [4/K, 2C1

√

K log(K)/β]. Pick anyp > 1/2. From (B5, B6), we know

yK−1(s
∗) = x0P(Po(s∗) = K − 1) +

Kp
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(s∗) = i− 1 +K) + o(K−10),

yK−1(s
∗ + t) = x0P(Po(s∗ + t) = K − 1) +

Kp
∑

i=1

xK−iP(Po(s∗ + t) = i− 1 +K) + o(K−10),

for all t ∈ [4/K, 2C1

√

K log(K)/β]. But now choosep = 0.6, and for alli = 0, . . . , Kp, we can
show that

P(Po(s∗ + t) = i− 1 +K)

P(Po(s∗) = i− 1 +K)
≥ 1 +

1

K2
. (B9)

To see this, notice that this quotient is

s∗

s∗ + t
exp

[

(K − 1 − s∗)2

2s∗
− (K − 1 − (s∗ + t))2

2(s∗ + t)

]

.

We simply need to observe that the argument to the exponential is positive for0 < t < (K−1)2 −
(s∗)2)/s∗ and scales likeK, and (B9) follows. Thus we have

yK−1(s
∗ + t) ≥ yK−1(s

∗)(1 +K−2) + o(K−10) > β−1,

andy′K(s∗ + t) > 1 for all t in Stage 2. ThereforeyK(s∗ + t) − t > 0 for all t in Stage 2.
Stage 3.t ∈ [2C1

√

K log(K)/β, 0.99K]. ConsideryK(s∗ + t) at t = 2C1

√

K log(K)/β. We
can get the lower bound

yK(s∗ + t) ≥ x0(0) (P(Po(s∗ + βt) ≥ K) − P(Po(s∗) ≥ K)) +O(K−1)

from the following observation. Imagine that we had the flow on the real line generated byL′
B,

as described above. Thenzk(t) would simply beP(Po(t) = k). However, the way in which we
modify this flow is that until times∗, we wrap the flow around periodically, and after times∗, we
absorb everything into levelK. This guarantees that there is at least as much at levelK for our
system as would have passed levelK between the times ofs∗ ands∗ + t. But from (B7),

P(Po(s∗) ≥ K) ≤ o(K−1).

We also have

P(Po(s∗ + βt) ≥ K) =
1√

s∗ + βt

∫ ∞

K

e−(x−(s∗+t))2/(2(s∗+t)) dx+O(K−10).

This is clearly an increasing function oft. In Stage 3, we have

s∗ + t ≥ K + C1

√

K log(K),
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so we replaces∗ + t with its smallest value and change variables to obtain

P(Po(s∗ + βt) ≥ K) ≥ 1
√

2π(K +
√

K log(K)/2)

∫ ∞

0

e−(y−
√
K log(K)/2)2/2/(K+

√
K log(K)/2) dy.

This integral is in the form

1
√

2πσ2(K)

∫ ∞

0

e−(y−µ(K))2/2/σ2(K) dy =
1

2

(

1 + erf

(

µ(K)√
2σ(K)

))

.

We haveµ(K)/σ(K) → ∞ (notice that this is one place where the
√

log(K) term is crucial,
without it we would haveµ/σ = O(1)!), and using the standard asymptotic expansion (see, for
example, [2, Chapter 7]) forerf(x) for largex gives

P(Po(s∗ + βt) ≥ K) ≥ x0(0)(1 + 3K−1) ≥ 1 − (δ + 3K−1) + o(K−1),

and by the definition ofδ we can make this as close to one as we like, and in particular wecan
make it larger than0.99. But then this makesyK(s∗ + t) − t > 0 for t < 0.99, and therefore
t∗ > 0.99.

Step 3.Gβ,K(Fβ,K(x)) lies inNθK,K. We denotez = Gβ,K(Fβ,K(x)). Now, for anyj 6= 0, we
have

zj =

j
∑

i=0

yi(s
∗)P(Po(βt∗) = j − i).

Considerj ∈ L, so that the sum is only overi ∈ L, and, in particular,j − i ≤ K/2. But since
t∗ > 0.99, βt∗ = O(K) and this probability is exponentially small asK → ∞. So we have
∑

j∈L zj < K−10, which satisfies the first criterion ofNθK,K.
To get an estimate onzj for j ∈ R, we need to control how much of the mass “wrapped

around” betweens = 0 and s = s∗. So, let us define the setLE (the “left edge”) asLE =
{0, 1, . . . , ⌊K/100⌋} (notice this time we do include zero!). From our estimate ons∗ above,
we know that the entire mass which contributes to

∑

i∈LE yi had to come from modes within
2C1

√

K log(K) of LE. By the assumption onNβ,K , we know that the terms in the left did not
contribute, so the contribution had to have been from thex0 and the modes within2C1

√

K log(K)
of the right, so we have

∑

i∈LE

yi(s
∗) ≤ x0P(Po(s∗) ≥ K) +

2C1

√
K log(K)
∑

j=1

xK−jP(Po(s∗ ≥ K + j)).

On the other hand, we can get the upper bound

yK−1(s
∗) ≥ x0P(Po(s∗ = K − 1)) +

2C1

√
K log(K)
∑

j=1

xK−jP(Po(s∗) = j − 1 +K) + O(K−10),
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but, by definition,yK−1(s
∗) = β−1. To compare these two, we will need to estimate quotients of

the form
P(Po(s∗) ≥ K + j)

P(Po(s∗) = K + j − 1)

Use the Gaussian approximation and see that the quotient becomes
∫ ∞

K+j

exp

(−(x− s∗)2 + (K + j − 1 − s∗)2

2s∗

)

dx

= e(K+j−1−s∗)/2s∗

√

πs∗

2
erfc

(

K + j − 1 − s∗

2s∗

)

Using the standard asymptotics forerfc(x) gives

P(Po(s∗) ≥ K + j)

P(Po(s∗) = K + j − 1)
≤ C

s∗

K + j − 1 − s∗
≤ C

√

K

log(K)
.

The last inequality is true for allj ≥ 0, and in fact gets better asj gets larger. Thus we have

∑

i∈LE

yi(s
∗) ≤ C

√

K

log(K)
yK−1(s

∗) +O(K−10) ≤ C
√

K log(K)

(recall thatβ > θK). This gives an upper bound on all of the mass contained inLE, and since we
know the rest ofL can only containO(K−10), this means the bulk of the mass is contained inR.

However, note that, up toO(K−10), all of the mass withinθK + 2
√

K log(K) of K will be
absorbed into levelK during the burst — in particular, this includes all mass contained inR at the
beginning of the burst. Therefore, the total mass which can escape moving toyK during the burst
is contained inLE at the start of the burst, thus giving

∑

j∈R

zj ≤ C(K log(K))−1/2, (B10)

which satisfies the second condition onNθK,K.
Finally, we need to show thatPRz ∈ OθK,K, that is, thatφ(PRz, t) never gets more than

(10β)−1 in the(K−1)st level. Note that the bound in (B10) is not good enough, sinceβ = O(K).
We’ve already noted that all of the mass inPRz had to have come fromyi(s∗) with i ∈ LE, and
in fact this is an upper bound (some of the mass will have gotten to K during the burst) up to
O(K−10). Therefore, if we consider the flowetLP with the initial conditionPLEy(s∗), this (again
up toO(K−10)) gives an upper bound onPRz. However, notice that if we chooset+ > 0.99, and
anyi, then

P(Po(βt+) ≡ i mod k) ≤ CK−1/2 (B11)

sinceβ = O(K). Therefore every coordinate ofet
+LPPLE(y(s∗)) is bounded above by (B11) plus

the total mass inPLE(y(s∗)), and from (B10) this means that every coordinate ofet
+LPPLE(y(s∗))

is bounded above byCK−1(log(K))−1/2. This establishes the third condition forNθK,K (notice
that yet again the

√

log(K) factor plays a critical role!) and we are done.
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